HOW TO REACH THE HOTEL?

From the International Airport of Venice "Marco Polo":
If you chose PRIVATE TAXI, please ask the taxi driver how to reach us after you got off. In both cases (either you get off at REMER, or at MILION), the Hotel is 2 minutes far.
If you choose ALILAGUNA (RED, BLUE OR GOLD LINE), when you get off at “San Marco”, go always straight up to San Bartolomeo Square (before Rialto Bridge). Then turn right, cross the bridge with “Coin” mega-store and go straight for about 50 metres. Turn at the first street on your right. You will see our restaurant. Our entrance is on the left.
If you choose ALILAGUNA ORANGE LINE, when you get off at Rialto Bridge Station turn left, cross the small bridge and go straight up to San Bartolomeo square; at this point you have to walk the street nearby the shop “Luís Spagnoli”, cross the bridge with “Coin” mega-store and go straight for about 50 metres. Turn at the first street on your right. You will see our restaurant. Our entrance is on the left.
If you chose BUS + BOAT, you will find the bus just out of the Airport. When you are in Piazzale Roma (our car+bus terminal), take boat number 2. When you get off at “Rialto”, turn right and then left where you see “Golden Point” shop. Go straight and then turn left where you see a bank facing “Max Mara” shop. Go straight, cross San Bartolomeo square. Cross the bridge with “Coin” mega-store and go straight for about 50 metres. Turn at the first street on your right. You will see our restaurant. Our entrance is on the left.

By Car
FROM “PIAZZALE ROMA” or FROM “TRONCHETTO PARK”
Car parking:
TRONCHETTO PARK : http://www.veniceparking.it/ Isola del Tronchetto
GARAGE SAN MARCO : http://www.garagesanmarco.it/ Piazzale Roma

If you chose PUBLIC WATERBUS take public boat ACTV nr. 2.
Get off at “Rialto”, turn right and then left where you see “Golden Point” shop.
Go straight and then turn left where you see a bank facing “Max Mara” shop.
Go straight, cross San Bartolomeo square.
Cross the bridge with “Coin” mega-store and go straight for about 50 metres.
Turn at the first street on your right.
You will see our restaurant. Our entrance is on the left.
If you chose PRIVATE TAXI, please ask to the taxi-driver when you get off, we are 1 minute far from both stop: Al Milion or Al Remer

By Train
FROM VENICE "SANTA LUCIA" RAILWAY STATION

If you chose WALKING, turn left into Lista Di Spagna when you go out from the station. Go always straight (you will have to cross 5 bridges), until you reach Santi Apostoli Square.
Then cross the bridge on your right, turn left, right, then cross another bridge and straight until “Tiziano” bar. Then turn left: you will see our restaurant. Our entrance is on the left.

If you chose PUBLIC WATERBUS, when you get off at “Rialto”, turn right and then left where you see “Golden Point” shop. Go straight and then turn left where you see a bank facing “Max Mara” shop.
Go straight, cross San Bartolomeo square. Cross the bridge with “Coin” mega-store and go straight for about 50 metres. Turn at the first street on your right. You will see our restaurant. Our entrance is on the left.

If you chose PRIVATE TAXI, please ask to the taxi-driver when you get off, we are 1 minute far from both stop: Al Milion or Al Remer.
Malibran Hotel Restaurant of Venice is situated a few steps far from the Rialto waterbus boarding stage, one of the main stops along of the Gran Canal. The building has a strategic position in the heart of the Venice historical center, overlook the famous Malibran theatre and is adjacent to the houses of the famous venetian merchant Marco Polo.

In the very proximity of Hotel Malibran you have on a side the famous Ca’ D’oro, the Venice Casino and the Jewish Ghetto, on the other side the wonderful San Marco square with the Basilica decorated with polychrome marbles, the Doge’s palace that once upon a time was the Doge’s house and not far the famed shopping street, via XXII Marzo. Let yourself get carried away by the precious shop windows and you will arrive at first at the famous La Fenice Theatre, then at the famed Accademia Galleries and then again after only a few minutes by walk at the Peggy Guggenheim museum that along with The Biennale exhibition of Punta della Dogana and the Ca’ Pesaro too represent one of the the most important modern art exhibitions in Italy.